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This paper proposes a new symmetric information hiding scheme, aiming to increase 

the degree of disguise and the security. This scheme utilizes the randomness of the image 

cover itself to generate the secret key which has high randomness, so as to improve the 

effect of disguise of stego-objects and the security of information hiding scheme. In addi-

tion, this paper also proposes a new randomness test method，which can give more accurate 

quantitative test results and is suitable for testing the randomness of the cover. Experi-

mental studies show that the new information hiding method can improve the degree of 

disguise of the stego-object and the security of the steganographic algorithm, and enhance 

the robustness of the information hiding to some extent.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays, information hiding technology has been applied more and more widely, 

and then there are some areas that can be discussed. According to the different purposes, 

the generalized information hiding technology can be divided into digital watermarking 

technology and steganography. The purpose of steganography is to protect the security of 

information with the image as the cover. This paper mainly discusses a method to improve 

the security of steganography. 

So far, the main purpose of most steganography schemes is to improve the embedding 

capacity and reduce the distortion of the cover, but the key is rarely used, so its security is 

not high. In this respect, there are only some simple achievements. For example, Toby 

Sharp proposed the idea of using key in information hiding technology in 2001 [1], so as 

to improve the security of steganography. There are two main points to improve the secu-

rity of steganography by using embedded ciphertext instead of plaintext. First, the en-

crypted information is more difficult to understand than the plaintext. The active attacker 

can not distinguish whether the information is hidden after extracting the encrypted infor-

mation, which improves the disguise degree of the stego-object. Second, the encrypted 

information is equivalent to the protection of plaintext, which increases the difficulty of 

decryption. 

For more than ten years, the methods of using a secret key for information hiding 

basically follow the idea of Toby Sharp, and there is no big breakthrough. The keys of 
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these methods are all from outside of the cover, and an additional encryption key is re-

quired, which does not fully combine the cryptography technology with the information 

hiding scheme. 

Fabien [2] in 1999 pointed out that some data of digital images have certain natural 

randomness, such as the low significant bit. In the second half of the 20th century, Golomb 

[3] proposed three standards of randomness to judge the randomness of a binary sequence, 

which has become an important reference for the research in this field. Since then, many 

randomness testing methods have been emerging. For example, the NIST proposed FISD 

140 series algorithm [4]. 

According to the above results, based on the research of randomness, this paper im-

proves and combines the above schemes. Firstly, this paper combines Randomness stand-

ards of Golomb with FISD 140-2 algorithm, and proposes a simple randomness test for-

mula for testing the randomness of cover. Besides, the formula is used to test the natural 

randomness of the image. Based on this test, and on the basis of Sharp’s idea, the paper 

uses the natural randomness of the digital image to complete the full combination of infor-

mation hiding and cryptography, and improve the security of information hiding. 

There are two main research contents in this paper. Firstly, the randomness test, which 

can be used to test the randomness of the cover, the stego-object after hiding the infor-

mation, and the key generated by using the method in this paper. There are two main pur-

poses for exploring the randomness of image cover: The first purpose is to explore what 

kinds of images are suitable as a cover. The essence of steganography to keep secret infor-

mation secure lies in the perfection of stego-objects so that it is hard for attackers to find 

the information hidden in the image. So, selecting appropriate cover is important. If the 

cover is less random, then it will cause the attacker’s suspicion. A cover that causes an 

attacker’s suspicion is not recommended for information hiding. The second purpose is to 

research a more security method of the symmetric information hiding scheme. 

Secondly, this paper researches the randomized disguise of secret information based 

on the cover randomness, and uses the idea of one-time-pad to put forward the idea of 

stego-object with high degree of disguise. This paper gives the steps of this idea, and gives 

a way to realize it. This idea combines the idea of cover randomness and one-time-pad. To 

ensure information confidentiality, a new type of steganography is proposed. This kind of 

steganography has strong compatibility and can be combined with the advanced ideas in 

information hiding technology to achieve better results. 

The content of this paper is organized as follows: In the related work section, the basic 

randomness test algorithm, the stream cipher and the concept of reversible information 

hiding are introduced briefly. Then, the main idea of symmetric reversible information 

hiding scheme and the details of achievement are proposed. Meanwhile, experiments and 

performance analysis are shown. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, this paper proposes a new ran-

dom test method for testing randomness of image cover specially. Secondly, a new sym-

metric information hiding scheme which is based on cover randomness has proposed for 

the first time. Finally, there are many experiments to example correctness and feasibility 

of the method of this paper, so this method can be directly applied in the field where it is 

needed. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 Test Method of Randomness 

(A) Randomness standards of Golomb 

Randomness standards of Golomb [3] is a very practical means to analyze the ran-

domness of pseudo-random sequence. It includes the balance analysis, run length statistical 

analysis and correlation analysis of pseudo-random sequence, which can objectively judge 

whether a binary sequence has pseudo randomness. 

(a) In a period of a sequence, the difference between the number of 0 and 1 is at most 1. 

(b) In a period of a sequence, the number of runs with length of 1 accounts for 1/2 of the 

total number of runs. The number of runs with length of 2 accounts for 1/22 of the total 

number of runs. As above, the number of runs with length of i accounts for 1/2i of the 

total number of runs. In the same length runs, the number of 0 runs and 1 runs occupy 

respectively one half.  

(c) The autocorrelation coefficient is binary. That is, for an integer K, as follows: 

1

1

0

, 0
( ) (2 1) (2 1) .
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N t
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K t N

−

+

=

=
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  −
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(B) FIPS140-2 random test standard 

FIPS140-2 [4] is a security requirement standard for cryptographic modules issued 

by NIST. These standards and guidelines are published by NIST and widely adopted by 

government agencies as federal information processing standards (FIPS). 

At present, the latest version of the standard was published on December 3, 2002, 

which provides the basis for cryptographic module evaluation, verification and final au-

thentication. According to FIPS 140-2, the cryptographic module is a collection of hard-

ware, software, and / or firmware, which realizes the recognized security functions (in-

cluding cryptographic algorithm and key generation) and is included in a certain boundary 

of cryptographic system. 

FIPS140-2 standard specifies the security requirements of cryptographic module, 

which is used in security system to protect sensitive data rather than unclassified infor-

mation. In order to adapt to a wide range of cryptographic module applications and envi-

ronments, four incremental and qualitative security levels are defined: level 1, level 2, level 

3 and level 4. 

This paper mainly analyses the randomness test standard in FIPS 140-2 level 4 and 

gives a brief introduction of this method. There are four random tests in FIPS140-2. Sup-

pose the length of the sequence S to be detected is n. The length of S is n. The test criteria 

are as follows: 

(a) Monobit Test: Note that the number of 1 in S accounts for K of the total length. If 

48.625% < K < 51.375%, it will pass the monobit test. 

(b) Poker Test: Divide S into n/4 groups, each group has the same length and is four bits 

binary. If each group is converted to hexadecimal, S will be converted to n/4

 

hexadec-

imal numbers, and the frequency of each

 

hexadecimal number is fi, i = 0, 1, ..., 15, let 
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    (2) 

If 2.16 < p < 46.17, it will pass the poker test. 
(c) Runs Test: If 0 run and 1 run meet the following table, runs test will be passed. Seeing 

the Table 1 for details. 

 

Table 1. Run test pass table. 

Length of Run Required Interval 

1 11.58%n~13.43%n 

2 5.57%n~6.93%n 

3 2.635%n~3.615%n 

4 1.02%n~1.92%n 

5 0.515%n~1.045%n 

6  0.515%n~1.045%n 

 

(d) Long Runs Test: If the length of the longest 0 run or 1 run is less than 0.13% n, it will 

pass the long runs test. 

2.2 Information Hiding Technology 

Information hiding [5-8] is to hide the information that needs to be kept secret in some 

covers, but the cover itself does not change much and will not cause doubt, so as to achieve 

the purpose of hiding information. In short, information hiding is to hide important infor-

mation in ordinary digital media. 

Based on the idea of cryptography, information hiding with the secret key can im-

prove the confidentiality [8]. The model is as Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. General model of key based information hiding. 

2.3 Reversible Information Hiding Technology 

Reversible data hiding (RDH) [9], also known as lossless or reversible data hiding, 

has been fully developed and studied in the past decades. The original intention of this 

technology is to eliminate the cover image distortion caused by embedding secret infor-

mation. In the RDH, because of embedding secret information, the cover image has a per-

manent distortion which is irreparable. Although in general this distortion can be ignored, 

in some special cases this unavoidable distortion is strictly prohibited, and the cover image  
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Fig. 2. Communication model of reversible information hiding. 

 

must be completely restored. Based on this special situation, a new information hiding 

scheme is proposed which is reversible information hiding. The model is as Fig. 2. 

The typical algorithms of reversible information hiding include: Difference Expan-

sion (DE) [10, 11], Prediction Error Expansion (PEE) [12, 13], Histogram Shifting (HS) 

[14, 15], Prediction Error Histogram (HS-PEE) [16, 17], etc. 

Because the later experiment uses histogram shifting, here is an introduction of HS:  

(A) Embedding 
(a) Through the gray value histogram of the cover, and find the peak point h (gray value 

Gh) and zero-point l (gray value Gl). Then the histogram is shifted to make a gray value 

empty. 

(b) Apply reversible information hiding scheme to secret information Mes. If the bit of 

Mes is 0, the gray value of the hidden point remains unchanged. Else the bit of Mes is 

1, the gray value of the hidden point changes. Then we get the stego-object. The histo-

gram comparison is as Fig. 3. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Histogram comparison between cover image and stego-object. 
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(B) Extracting 
(a) The receiver receives the stego-object and gets the secret information from the gray 

value Gh and (Gh  1). 

(b) Translate the l point to h point back to get the original cover image. 

2.4 Natural Randomness of Cover 

Although steganography is different from cryptography, we can learn a lot from the 

latter, which is more in-depth. In 1883, Kerckhoffs elaborated the first principle of cryp-

tographic engineering [18], in which he suggested that we assume that our opponent al-

ready knows how to encrypt data, so security must only depend on choosing a key. Since 

then, the history of cryptography has repeatedly demonstrated the limitations of “hidden 

security” − assuming that the enemy knows nothing about the system being used. 

In information hiding technology, this problem is seldom discussed, because infor-

mation hiding hides secret information in the cover. If an attacker knows that the digital 

signal is a stego-object, it can be said that information hiding fails at first. Therefore, it is 

biased to use Kerckhoffs criterion to require information hiding. However, from the per-

spective of more secure information hiding schemes, if Kerckhoffs criterion is followed, a 

more secure information hiding algorithm can be developed. Assuming that an attacker 

has a strong ability and is familiar with the information hiding algorithm, but he does not 

have the secret key, he cannot get the secret information, so the information hiding algo-

rithm is more secure. If the attacker’s ability is not strong, that is, he does not know the 

specific information hiding algorithm. Even if he suspects that these digital signals are 

stego-objects, a high degree of disguise can dispel his suspicions, because the designer 

uses the method which is encrypting the plaintext with key generated by randomness of 

the cover and then hiding the ciphertext. This method can increase the degree of disguise 

of the stego-object. 

So hidden information can not be found by the opponent as far as possible, so one 

problem needs to be studied is the randomness of the cover, which means that the hidden 

information as a cover has a certain degree of randomness. Take an image as an example, 

the general information hiding algorithms are to hide secret information to the low signif-

icant bits of the image. For an image, the lower bits should have better randomness, which 

is called cover randomness. If you want to disguise the object perfectly, you should try not 

to destroy the randomness of the cover. 

3. PROPOSED SCHEME 

3.1 New Randomness Test Method 

The FIPS140-2 algorithm gives the criteria for the sequence satisfying the pseudo-

random sequence. This section proposes a new randomness test method based on FIPS140-

2 and Golomb standards, which can quantitatively describe randomness. This method 

makes the test more useful for testing cover randomness of images. Specific improvements 

are as follows:  

(a) Improve the monobit test by using the balance test: balance test refers to a binary se-

quence in which the number of 0 and the number of 1 are basically the same, the num-
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ber of 0 is n0, the number of 1 is n1, so the following formula is shown below: 

0 1

1 0

min( ).a n n
f

n n
= ，     (3) 

The closer fa is to 1, the better the first test is. 
(b) Improve the poker test with sequence test: Sequence testing refers to the same number 

of 00, 01, 10, 11 in a binary sequence. The testing steps are as follows: 

Step 1: Record the number of 00, 01, 10, 11 in the binary sequence as q00, q01, q10, q11, and 

find the smallest and next smallest as qs1, qs2. Sequence length is denoted as N. 

Step 2: Calculate the following formula: 

1 2 2.b s sq q
f

N

+
=   (4) 

The closer f b is to 1, the better the second test is. 
(e) Improve the run test in FIPS140-2 by using the Golomb randomness standards. The run 

test in Golomb randomness standards is as follows: In a period of a sequence, the num-

ber of runs with length of 1 account for 1/2 of the total number of runs. The number of 

runs with length of 2 accounts for 1/22 of the total number of runs. As above, the num-

ber of runs with length of i accounts for 1/2i of the total number of runs. In the same 

length runs, the number of 0 run and 1 run occupy respectively one half. So, the test 

steps are as follows: 

 

Firstly, count the number of 0, 1 runs for each length, as shown in Table 2.  

Let N = A1 + A2 + … + Ai + B1 + B2 + … + Bi.  

Secondly, count the number of runs with length i as 1/2i of the total runs: 

1

1

2min( , ).
1
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i i

i
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i
i i

i
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Nf
A B

N

+

=
+

 (5) 

Table 2. Run-length statistics table.

 Length of Run 0 Run 1 Run 

1 A1 B1 

2 A2 B2 

... ... ... 

maxi Amaxi Bmaxi 

 

Thirdly, calculate the average value of all f1
c
i as f1

c
. Calculate the second half of the 

runs test: 

2 min( , ).c i i
i

i i

A B
f

B A
=  (6) 

Then, calculate the average value of all f2
c
i as f2

c
.  

Finally, the average values of f1
c
  and f2

c
  are calculated as f c. And the closer f c is to 1, 

the better the third test is. 
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(d) Improve the long-run test in FIPS140-2 by using the correlation test of the Golomb 

randomness standard. The correlation test of the Golomb randomness standard refers 

to the sequence s for an integer K. 
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The test steps are as follows. 

The length of the record sequence is n. First, the original sequence is cyclically right-

shifted i bits, i = 1, 2, ..., N − 1. Each right-shifted sequence is XOR-operated with the 

original sequence to obtain Ri. 

Then, perform the first test for each Ri to get fi
d, and calculate the average value of fi

d

 
to get the correlation test result f d. And the closer f d is to 1, the better the fourth test is. 

Finally, take the average of the four tests to get the final test result,  

4

a b c df f f f
f

+ + +
= . (8) 

The closer f is to 1, the better the randomness. 

The above scheme has more flexibility than FIPS140-2, and can set a threshold value 

θ according to the actual needs. If the value is below θ, it does not pass, else, it passes. 

Moreover, this scheme can compare the randomness of different binary sequences. 

In the randomness test of image, it can compare the change degree of the random 

degree of the cover image with the random degree of the stego-object. This scheme can 

give the different value of the random degree whether it is good or bad, and make the data 

changed at a glance. 

3.2 Achievement of Proposed Scheme 

The word randomized disguise comes from the term of information hiding, which is 

called the cover embedded in secret information as the stego-object. This paper uses the 

natural randomness of the image to randomize secret information, and then hides the ran-

domized information in the cover image. Due to the randomness of the cover itself, the 

secret information that needs to be hidden is random, so the randomness of the stego-object 

is not destroyed. Thus, a more perfect disguise can be made, making the attributes of the 

stego-object closer to the original image, making the secret information more difficult to 

discover, and improving the security of information hiding technology. 
 

(A) Description of scheme 

In cryptography, a secret key can be used to complete the confidentiality of infor-

mation. Shannon mentioned in his paper that the most secure encryption method is one-

time-pad [19], because the amount of mutual information between plain text and cipher 

text is 0. Then for a natural image, using the randomness of the natural image itself to hide 

the plain text in a cipher-like way is similar to one-time-pad. 

According to the Kerckhoffs criterion [18], the security of a security protection sys-

tem is not based on its algorithm, but on the key being secret to the attackers. Therefore, 

the security of a communication transmission depends directly on the key space, while the 

key space of one-time-pad is 2n (n is the key length), which is quite large. 
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In one-time-pad, the key is a true random sequence, which guarantees that the cipher-

text is completely independent of the plaintext. This paper refers to this method and takes 

advantage of the randomness of the natural image, the key can be extracted from the image 

and used to encrypt plaintext, and then we can get the ciphertext and hide it in the image. 

Because encryption uses a random key, ciphertext can be randomized so that the cover 

embedded in the secret information, i.e., the stego-object, also has the randomness that the 

original image has, which is equivalent to disguising the secret information perfectly. So, 

all aspects of the stego-object are close to the original image. 

In the practical application of this scheme, this paper uses the mind of the stream 

cipher. Stream cipher is a basic symmetric cryptosystem and has been one of the main 

cryptographic technologies used in military and diplomatic occasions. 

 

(B) An instance of scheme 

The confidentiality of one-time-pad depends on the randomness of the key. Since 

natural images have high randomness, they can be combined to achieve higher encryption 

security. In order to extract the key with high randomness, the low significant bits of gray-

scale image are used as the reserve key to generate the key. In order to improve the robust-

ness of the key, this paper uses the statistical characteristics of the low significant bits of 

grayscale image to generate the key. This key is both random and robust, and can be used 

to encrypt plain text, and then hide it. So, the information hiding algorithm is highly secure. 
(a) Key extraction steps 

Because of the randomness of the lowest bits, the lowest bits of the picture can be 

extracted as a preliminary key. Next, there are two processes for the preparatory key. The 

first is to change it into a binary sequence, then group it into groups, the number of groups 

is the number of bits of the key, and use the number of 0, 1 of each group to get the final 

key. The steps are as follows: 

Step 1: For a 256-level grayscale image, treated as an n× n matrix, the reserve key can be 

extracted by the following formula: 

11 1 11 1

1 1

... ...

... ... ... mod 2 ... ... ...

... ...

n n

n nn n nn

g g k k

g g k k

   
   

=   
   
   

. (9) 

Step 2: Turn the prepared key into a binary sequence: 

( )
11 1

11 1 21 2

1

...

... ... ... ... ... ... ... .

...

n

n n nn

n nn

k k

k k k k k

k k

 
 

→ 
 
 

 (10) 

Step 3: Divide this binary sequence into m groups, m requires an odd number. Set the key 

sequence to Ki and the key generation formula is as follows: 

0 number of 0 in group number of 1 in group 

.

1 number of 1 in group number of 0 in group 

i

i i

K

i i




= 
 

 (11) 
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(b) Embedding step 

Step 1: Extract key from the cover using the method of 3.2 (B.a). 

Step 2: Encrypt the plaintext with the key using the method of one-time-pad. 

Step 3: Use the reversible information hiding based on Histogram Shift (see 2.3) to write 

ciphertext into the cover and get stego-object. 

The main structure of these steps is as Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Randomized disguise process diagram. 

 

(c) Extracting and decryption step 

Because the reversible information hiding technique is used here, the cover can be 

recovered directly from the stego-object, so the steps are as follows: 

Step 1: The receiver receives the stego-object, extracts the Ciphertext, and recovers the 

Cover. 

Step 2: Extract Keys from Cover using the same method as the Embedding step. 

Step 3: Decrypt Ciphertext with Key to get Plaintext. 

The main structure of these steps is as Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Randomized disguise extracting flow. 

4. EXPERIMENT 

4.1 Randomness Test 

This section mainly compares the similarities and differences between the FIPS140-

2 test and the randomness test method in this paper. The purpose of this section is to illus-

trate the advantages and applicability of this method in testing cover randomness compared 

with FIPS140-2 test through specific data. 

Using Matlab to generate 20,000-bit pseudo-random sequence, using FIPS140-2 test 

and improved randomness test respectively, the experimental results are given. 

There are specific numerical requirements for the 20,000-bit FIPS140-2 test, as de-

scribed below. The length of the test sequence S is 2000, and the test criteria are as follows: 

(a) Monobit Test: Note that the number of 1 in S as K in the total length. If 9725 < K < 

10275, it will pass the monobit test. 
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(b) Poker Test: Divide S into 5000 groups, each group has the same length and is four bits 

binary. If each group is converted to hexadecimal, S will be converted to 5000 hexa-

decimal numbers, and the frequency of each

 

hexadecimal number is fi, i = 0, 1, ..., 15, let 

15
2

0

16
5000.

5000
i

i

p f
=

= −  (12) 

If 2.16 < p < 46.17, it will pass the poker test. 

(c) Runs Test: If 0 run and 1 run meet the following table, the runs test will be passed. The 

table is shown below: 

 

Table 3. Run test pass table. 

Length of Run Required Interval 

1 2315~2685 

2 1114~1386 

3 527~723 

4 240~384 

5 103~209 

6  103~209 

 

(d) Long Runs Test: If the length of the longest 0 run or 1 run is less than 26, it will pass 

the long runs test. 

This experiment was repeated five times and the results are as Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Test method comparison table. 
Test Number Test Project Number FIPS140-2 Algorithm of This Paper 

1 

1 Pass 0.9929 
2 Pass 0.9848 
3 Pass 0.9633 
4 Pass 0.9837 

Average Pass 0.9812 

2 

1 Pass 0.9929 

2 Pass 0.9848 

3 Pass 0.9634 

4 Pass 0.9886 

Average Pass 0.9824 

3 

1 Pass 0.9978 

2 Pass 0.9953 

3 Pass 0.9521 

4 Pass 0.9889 

Average Pass 0.9835 

4 

1 Pass 0.9891 

2 Pass 0.9890 

3 Pass 0.9244 

4 Pass 0.9887 

Average Pass 0.9728 

5 

1 Pass 0.9914 

2 Pass 0.9914 

3 Pass 0.9484 

4 Pass 0.9887 

Average Pass 0.9799 
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By comparison, it can be found that the original algorithm only has a qualitative de-

scription, the discriminant method is rough, and the improved algorithm is more conducive 

to the comparative test. The relative strength of randomness can be compared by numerical 

values. Using the pseudo-random sequences passed by FIPS140-2 test, these pseudo-ran-

dom sequences are tested with the algorithm of this paper, and the results are all above 0.9. 

4.2 Cover Natural Randomness Test 

Using the previously improved randomness test algorithm, the following pictures are 

tested for the lowest bit surface randomness. The following images are the cover images, 

which are the original images with no hidden information.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Cover image. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. The low significant bits of cover image. 

 

The following table gives the comparison between the randomness of the lowest sig-

nificant bits of the images and the randomness of the key: 
 

Table 5. Randomness comparison table of low significant bits (LSB) of image and key. 

Name of Image Randomness of the LSB of the Covers 
Randomness of the Key 

m = 11 m = 13 m = 15 
lena 0.9836 0.9480 0.9120 0.9331 

house 0.9883 0.9267 0.9096 0.9071 
cameraman 0.9834 0.8844 0.9491 0.9041 

goldhill 0.9869 0.9333 0.9195 0.9443 
baboon 0.9784 0.9380 0.9232 0.9107 
peppers 0.9860 0.9450 0.9290 0.9244 
elaine 0.9813 0.9227 0.9421 0.9143 
boats 0.9867 0.9408 0.9294 0.9445 

Average 0.9843 0.9299 0.9267 0.9228 
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The key randomness extracted by the method in 3 is lower than that of the cover. It 

can be seen that although the randomness of key is reduced, it still has randomness. If the 

randomness of the key is high, the secret key can be directly used only with the low sig-

nificant bits of the cover. 

Following is the embedding of plaintext into the cover using the method in III. The 

stego-objects and their LSB are as Figs. 8 and 9: 
 

 

 
Fig. 8. Stego-objects. 

 

  

 
Fig. 9. The low significant bits of stego-objects. 

 

Table 6. Random test table. 

Name of Image 
Randomness of the LSB 

of the Covers 
Randomness of the LSB  

of the stego-objects 
Percentage of  

Random Difference 

lena 0.9836 0.9828 0.08% 
house 0.9883 0.9309 5.74% 

cameraman 0.9834 0.9759 0.75% 
goldhill 0.9869 0.9855 0.14% 
baboon 0.9784 0.9794 0.10% 
peppers 0.9860 0.9780 0.80% 
elaine 0.9813 0.9860 0.47% 
boats 0.9867 0.9786 0.81% 

Average 0.9843 0.9746 0.97% 

 

To sum up, the experiment shows that the change of the degree of randomness of the 

stego-object is not very big with the use of randomization disguise. Except for the house 

image, the other changes of the degree of randomness are less than 1%, so the degree of 

disguise is high. 
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For the disguising effect of this method, this paper gives the following comparison 

table. The following figure shows the PSNR of encrypted plaintext compared with the 

PSNR of original plaintext to compare the disguising effect of plaintext storage. Written 

in plain text here is selected from Wu Chengen’s Journey to the West, where the per-

centage of messages refers to the percentage of messages in the maximum hidden capacity. 

The table is shown below: 

 

Table 7. Embedding rate and its PSNR table. 

Name of Image PSNR 
Embedding Rate 

25% 50% 75% 100% 

lena 
PSNR(Plaintext) 58.5968 58.4753 58.3627 58.2152 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 58.6138 58.4859 58.3765 58.2777 

house 
PSNR(Plaintext) 48.9449 48.8999 48.8532 48.8053 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 48.9517 48.9095 48.8712 48.8279 

cameraman 
PSNR(Plaintext) 73.1476 69.9849 68.1199 67.5333 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 73.1477 70.3132 68.4460 68.0024 

goldhill 
PSNR(Plaintext) 49.8991 49.8892 49.8789 49.8752 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 49.8993 49.8899 49.8834 49.8796 

baboon 
PSNR(Plaintext) 50.8584 50.8391 50.8213 50.8098 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 50.8597 50.8477 50.8321 50.8216 

peppers 
PSNR(Plaintext) 75.7629 72.8160 69.8057 69.8057 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 76.2275 73.3596 71.3411 70.2244 

elaine 
PSNR(Plaintext) 51.3419 51.3294 51.3149 51.3089 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 51.3429 51.3302 51.3188 51.3139 

boats 
PSNR(Plaintext) 50.5513 50.5250 50.5021 50.4763 

PSNR(Ciphertext) 50.5532 50.5320 50.5122 50.4939 

 
(a) Peppers                              (b) Cameraman 

Fig. 10. PSNR change line chart of peppers and cameramen. 

 

As can be seen from the table above, the embedded PSNR of the ciphertext encrypted 

by the encryption method in this paper is higher than that of the plain text. Then, a detailed 

comparison is made between the two figures. Seeing Fig. 10 for details. 
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Compared with ordinary reversible information hiding, this algorithm uses a key, 

which increases the security of secret information. The key is random, and according to 

the natural randomness of the lowest bit surface of the cover, the scheme used in this al-

gorithm is more secure. 

5. ANALYSIS OF ROBUSTNESS  

Due to the LSB will change after the image is attacked, it is necessary to analyze the 

robustness of key generation in this paper to resist the attack. The method of generating 

keys in Section 3.2 has certain robustness. This section improves this method to further 

enhance its robustness. 

5.1 New Robust Key Generation Scheme 

In order to improve the robustness of the generated key, this paper draws lessons from 

the value taking method in HS-PEE. Through experiments, the following key taking meth-

ods are obtained: 
 

Step 1: Extract the LSB of the cover. 

Step 2: Divide the LSB into multiple blocks, every block as shown in Fig. 11. 

 

A11 A12 A13 

A21 A22 A23 

A31 A31 A33 

Fig. 11. LSB block diagram. 

 

Step 3: Add each element in each 33 block, that is, fi = A11 + A12 +...+ A33, so that n fi 

values can be obtained. 

Step 4: Take the average value of n fi and record it as fave. 

Step 5: Note that the key is K, and the formula for generating the key is as follows: 

0
.

1

i ave

i ave

f f
K

f f


= 



 (13) 

5.2 Experiment 

This experiment modifies the LSB of the stego-object. In this section, two key extrac-

tion methods are experimented. For the first method, this section takes m = 15. Generate 

4900 bit key, change n bit LSB, and the key retention rate of different methods are as follows. 

The experiment here indicates that when the number of modified bits reaches 2205 

bits, the new method still has about 90% key retention rate. And when the changed bit 

reaches 4410 bits, the new method has 8.3 times the key retention rate compared with the 

directly hiding. It can be seen that the new method really improves the robustness. 
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Table 8. Key retention RATE after attack test. 

n(bit) 
Key Retention Rate  

on Directly Hiding 

Key Retention Rate  

on Method of This Paper 

Key Retention Rate on 

Method of New Method 

441 91% 96.76% 97.55% 

882 82% 94.36% 95.76% 

1323 73% 91.04% 94.12% 

1764 64% 90.27% 92.20% 

2205 55% 87.70% 90.70% 

2646 46% 85.91% 88.43% 

3087 37% 84.83% 87.73% 

3528 28% 83.59% 85.53% 

3969 19% 81.98% 84.80% 

4410 10% 80.07% 83.10% 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to increase the degree of disguise, and the security of information hiding 

scheme. A new symmetric information hiding scheme is proposed. This scheme is based 

on cover randomness to encrypt the plaintext which needs be hidden. Because of the cover 

randomness, the process of encryption is similar to the idea of one-time-pad. The innova-

tion of this paper not only makes use of the randomness of cover, but also utilizes the 

attribution of RDH to select key from the cover. Thus, the scheme proposed in this paper 

does not need the addition key generation when the encryption operation is executed in the 

information hiding scheme. More than this, this paper proposes a new quantitative random-

ness test method which is suitable for testing the randomness of cover. Therefore, the new 

randomness test method can assist the experiment of the new information hiding scheme 

in this paper. Experimental results show that the new randomness test method does be suit-

able for testing the randomness of cover and the new information hiding scheme can in-

crease the effect of disguise and the security. 
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